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South Eastern Circuit
HOW TO CONNECT TO CROWN COURT REMOTE CVP HEARINGS
& CVP / VMR PRISON CONSULTATIONS / CONFERENCES

A. Introduction:
1.

Remote: going forward the default model for pre-trial hearings in custody cases is Defs

being produced in court via video, the Judge, Court Clerk and other essential court staff being
in the courtroom, with Advocates, Solicitors, Probation & YOTs all joining remotely via CVP.
2.

Basics: CVP is a videoconferencing system which can be accessed from any video &

audio capable computer, laptop, tablet or phone with broadband / 4G internet access. CVP
connects the Court, HMP and Advocates via a single audio / video system. It does not require
specialist skills or software. It is similar in operation to the current default Skype for Business.

B. Accessing CVP Hearing / Consultation Invites from DCS:
3.

Other Software: before you start Exit / Quit any applications using video, e.g. Teams,

Zoom, Skype for Business to avoid issues with cam / mic devices being inaccessible.
4.

Browser: to connect to CVP we strongly recommend that you use Google Chrome.

This will ensure best sound / picture quality and functionality. Please do not be precious about
this: other browsers (Firefox, Safari etc) may appear to work. But certain functionality (e.g.
screen sharing) will be simply missing, and in practice problems with e.g. audio in CVP
Courtrooms often traces back to users of non-Chrome browsers.
(a)

Window OS: download from here: https://www.google.com/chrome); OR

(b)

Mac Users: scroll to bottom of webpage, find Chrome Family, click Other Platforms.

5.

Links: hyperlinks to access the relevant CVP Rooms for CVP Hearings and for Pre-

and Post- CVP hearing Prison Conferences will be on the Front Page of the DCS case file.
6.

Follow the Steps outlined below when participating in a CVP Hearing / Consultations:

Step 1 - Case Search: log into DCS, click on View Case List. Search and locate your case.
Step 2 - Access Case: on the right hand side click the green Update Case button.

Step 3 - Home Page: you will arrive on the Case Home page. Scroll down until you see the
words Front Page to the left of a grey box containing CVP Hearing Details for your date:
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Step 4A - Pre-hearing Defence Prison Conference Link (blue arrow): the Court should have
arranged this for the Defence Advocate with the relevant Prison. It should start 30 mins before
the Court Hearing. You must produce Bar / Photo ID.
Step 4B - Court Hearing Link (yellow arrow): access the CVP Court Room 5 mins before the
hearing time. The Court should add a phone number to contact in the event of problems.
Step 4C - Post-hearing Defence Prison Conference Link (blue arrow): the same link as the
pre-hearing conference. Your 20 mins may start immediately after the Court Hearing ends.

If you have accessed DCS in Chrome you should left-click on the relevant CVP link. If you
are not in Chrome OR Chrome is not your default browser OR left-clicking just does not work,
carefully copy and paste the link into the Chrome address bar and press Return. Obviously, if
the link information provided simply does not work, you will need to contact the Court,
although you may wish to try checking with your opponent first to see if they have succeeded.

Step 5 - Guest Page: depending on the precise form of link uploaded your browser will arrive
either on the Guest Page for that CVP Room (below). In the upper right quartile note Join from
your web browser. Click on the blue banner button just below it marked CLICK TO JOIN.
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The Room number - here 639 will be different for your hearing.

Test audio/video
settings button see FAQs.

Step 6 - Access Screen: you will arrive on the relevant CVP Room Access Screen (below).
The details for the relevant CVP Room should be pre-filled in the Conference alias or URI box
- do not change these. Complete the Your name box with your Title, Name and Role. For
Court we suggest using Pros or Def, and the Def name (and number in a multi-hander) e.g. “D2
John Smith”. This info will appear on the Room screen under your video image.

1. Type your Title, Name & Role
here - use the standard format

2. Next press
Settings Button
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Step 7 - Settings: next click on the Settings button. This will open a new mini-Window. Using
Chrome the plain Default settings are most likely to function correctly. Check that your:


Camera is providing active video in the image window



Microphone is functioning and the thin horizontal blue bar responds to your voice



Loudspeaker is working by pressing the blue Play Test Sound button below Audio
Output and checking that you can hear the rising digital tones.

If there is a problem, adjust these device settings now. When everything is working as it should,
press the green OK button.

1. Cam: shows you
in the image window

2. Mic: horizontal blue
bar responds to voice

3. Audio Loudspeaker: play the
test sound and check for beeps

4. Everything Works ?:
press green OK button

Step 8 - Connect 1: you arrive back where you were at Step 6 above. Next check that neither
of the phone / cam symbols on the blue CONNECT bar are struck through. If they are not struck
through then click on the word CONNECT. Alternatively, if one or other phone / cam symbols
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are struck through, click the white drop-down arrow to the far right of the blue CONNECT bar
and click / select the top video and audio enabled button.

1. If Phone & Cam
symbols are not struck
through press CONNECT
button.

2. If Phone or Cam is struck through,
then (a) press small white triangle, and
(b) click / select the highlighted top
black Phone & Camera symbol.

Step 9 - Connect 2: you will arrive on another version of the Settings screen (below). Press
the blue START button.
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Step 10 - Role: you will arrive on this Role screen (below). Click Guest. Then press the blue
CONNECT button. NB as a Guest you should not require a PIN, but if you are asked for a PIN
and a PIN is not identified on the case DCS Front page then contact the Court.

Step 11 - Waiting: whilst you wait to connect to the CVP Room Lobby, you will see this:

Step 12 - Lobby: you will then connect to the Meeting Lobby screen. You should be able to
see your own camera view top right. If you move your mouse, buttons should appear at the
foot of the screen. You need to wait patiently to be admitted to the CVP Room, which could
take several mins. While waiting a female voice may say: “Waiting for the conference host to
join. If you are the conference host please enter the conference PIN number now.”
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Step 13A & C - CVP Pre / Post-Hearing VMR Room: you should then be allowed to join the
CVP VMR Room by the Host (Prison Officer). At this point you will be asked to provide your
name, show your approved Photo ID, and give details of the Def you are seeing. Once the Def
has been brought to the video room the meeting room will be digitally locked so that no one
else can join that CVP VMR - a padlock symbol will appear on screen to confirm this. Prison
staff should not be in the room when you consult with the Def. Your self view is a small
window top right throughout the call unless minimised. The Def should appear in the main
video window. Disconnect 5+ mins prior to the scheduled hearing time by pressing the Red
button. Close the browser tab. Connect to the CVP Court Room by returning to Step 4B above.
OR
Step 13B - CVP Court Room: you should then be allowed to join the CVP Court Room by the
Host (Court Clerk). The Court may ask all linked participants to identify themselves. Once
the parties are all present the Court Clerk should lock the Court Room to prevent anyone else
entering during the hearing. If anyone else then tries to enter there will be an audible “door
knocking” noise. Your self view is a small window top right throughout the call (unless
minimised). The number and format of other participant video windows depends on how many
participants / observers are connected to the hearing, and the layout selected by the Host. The
Court default is larger video windows the Def and Current Speaker, with Others in smaller PIPs
below. When hearing ends disconnect and go to Step 4C for Post-hearing Conference.
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List of participants

Self view

Main video
array
Messages window

The Button system should be fairly self-explanatory, but for clarity (from left to right):

Icon:

Title:
Toggle side bar on / off

Use:
Default view has Participant List & Chat
Room Messaging visible. Click to minimise.
Click again to re-enable.

Mic: toggle on / off

Keep Mic muted during hearing to reduce
background noise, and avoid inadvertently
becoming the current speaker.
Re-enable your mic when you need to speak.
Do not use unless specifically instructed.

Camera: toggle on / off

End Call

Do not press this until hearing ends or you are
instructed to disconnect by Court.

Screen Share

Enables sharing a specific Application
window of one participant (e.g. a Word
document) or your entire screen or with
participants. See below.
Recommend do not use. The facility is
limited to PDFs and jpg. If you wish to share
jpg or PDF files use screen share instead.

Image Share
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Title:
Loudspeaker: toggle on / off

Change Cam

Use:
Hover mouse over button for volume slider.
But you should not need to use - adjust your
loudspeaker / headset volume using your
computer’s primary audio controls.
Do not use.

Technical connection info

Do not use.

Full Screen: toggle on / off

Probably not necessary. Makes only a limited
difference to available screen size.

NB unlike Zoom / Teams there does not appear to be any Keyboard Shortcuts

C. Accessing CVP Video Meeting Rooms for Prison Conference:
7.

Availability: the use of CVP VMRs in prisons is being phased in. The slots available

are limited. The latest Prison Service Guidance (issued 15.05.20) states that VMR consultation
slots are only available for Defence and Probation consultations necessary to progress highest
priority listed Court work, i.e. bail and sentencing hearings and CTL cases. It states they are
not able to make VMR slots available for other categories of legal consultation.

Step 1 - Booking: this should be arranged through the central Family Visits Booking Team
(phone 0121 368 0710 then Option 1, or videolinkbooking.hmpps@justice.gov.uk). HMP
Belmarsh manage their own bookings directly (email videolinkbelmarsh@justice.gov.uk), and
require that you email your approved Photo ID prior to the visit being confirmed.

Step 2 - Email: The Prison Booking Team will send you a confirmation email with relevant
links. The format may vary, but should include the below. You need the Web Browser link:
Video/Lync/Skype address: hmcts639@meet.video.justice.gov.uk
Web browser: click here
Phone number: +44 2036088838
Voice conference ID: 25085993#
Guest page: click here
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Step 3 - Link: at the conference time identify the highlighted click here link to the right of
Web browser. If Chrome is your default browser left-click on it; if your default browser is not
Google Chrome instead right-click on it, select the Copy hyperlink option (words vary if not
Outlook), paste that into the Chrome browser address bar, and press Return.

Step 4 - Guest Page: you will arrive on the Guest Page for that CVP Room (see above).

Steps 5 to 13 - See above: continue as above for CVP VMR Court Consultations. The joining
process is basically identical to the procedure for a Pre- / Post-hearing Conference. Please be
patient for the video call to be answered by a Prison Officer.

8.

Prohibition on Recording: just as with Court hearings, do not record the consultation.

Video consultations, as with all legal visits, remain subject to Prison Rule 38 (YOI Rule 16).
It is a criminal offence to record audio or visual content from a prison.
9.

Document Sharing: you can use the facility to share documents on-screen with your

Client. Current Prison Guidance states that if you intend to do this, you should inform the
Prison Officer before the video meeting commences (it is not clear why).
10.

End: at the conclusion of the conference your Client should indicate to Prison Staff that

the conference has ended and will then be escorted from the room.
11.

Press the Red phone button to disconnect.

D. Screen Sharing / Presentation:
12.

Screen Button: this button allows any connected call participant to share content on

their computer with all other participants using the screen share function. NB if you are not
confident, we recommend you don’t. There are risks.
13.

Playing Video / Audio: unfortunately this is not presently possible via CVP. You

can screen-share a video applications such as VLC, but the refresh rate across CVP is slow
meaning CCTV video jumps secs at a time. HMCTS are very aware of this issue and in the
process of trying to generate a fix. If your hearing is going to require the playing of CCTV /
audio, and this has to be done during the hearing itself, then either you need to find an
alternative way, or the hearing may not presently be suitable for CVP. We recommend that
you liaise with your opponent to establish any other means of resolving this, but in default of
any agreed solution, make contact with the Court so this is flagged up in advance.
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Procedure: carefully follow these steps:

Step A - Sharing Button: when you press the Screen Share button, an additional inset window
will appear over the top of your screen only. The default tab on this screen is initially Your
Entire Screen. Ignore this and instead click on the middle Application Window tab. You will
then see a series of large titled thumbnails each corresponding to the various application
windows on your computer, including Application Windows that you have open in Extended
Desktop on a secondary monitor. Find / click on the relevant Application Window thumbnail,
if necessary using the scroll bar on the right side - the large thumbnail will highlight and the
Share button will turn Blue. If you now click the Share button the selected Application
Window will be shared with all participants in the CVP Room, and on-screen in the Courtroom.

1. Click the Appltn
Window tab, then select
the
relevant
Appltn
Window thumbnail that
you wish to share.

Step B - During Sharing: at this point your computer will switch to the actual Application
Window that you are sharing. A warning banner will appear at the bottom of your computer
screen reminding you that you are sharing a window via CVP; unless you hide this (don’t) the
banner appears permanently on your screen whilst you continue sharing, even when you switch
to a non-shared Application Window. What you then do in the live-shared Application window
(but only that window) will update on the CVP Room screen, albeit with a few secs delay. E.g.
if you share a Word document, you could then scroll around or even type in it and this will be
seen by others - sharing the cursor appears to be somewhat random, but in Word if you want
to emphasise a particular section this can be done by dragging your cursor to select a section
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or perhaps temporarily highlighting a particular passage. If you open a jpg photo you can zoom
to relevant features and draw on the photo to highlight things. NB You are sharing an image
of that file on-screen, you are not sharing the file itself, so when you stop sharing, other
participants will no longer be able to see or access the file; if you want others to have the file
permanently, either upload it to DCS or share it via email. To others, the screen looks like this:

Main video
window
moves here

Here a Word doc is
being shared in the
main CVP window

This warning banner will appear at
foot of all of application screens.

Step C - End Sharing: press the blue Stop Sharing button on the banner at the bottom of the
page to end screen sharing.

15.

Warning: this is a useful function, but be extremely careful using it. We recommend

you only ever enable sharing of the relevant Application Window, not your Entire Screen. Make
sure that you are sharing the correct Application Window from your computer. Close down
confidential documents to eliminate risk. Practice beforehand.

E. FAQs:
1. Hardware / Software:
16.

Smartphone / Tablet Backup: we would recommend that everybody arranges to

download and install the Android / iPhone Pexip Infinity Connect app, if only as a backup
device for use if nothing else seems to be working. The correct app has this logo:
NB very confusingly there are 2x very similarly named apps: do not download the
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PEXIP Infinity Connect Mobile app which has an orange icon - this will not work with CVP.
The correct app is free of charge to download and use. It is easy to install. You will have to
give the app access permission only in relation to your mic and camera. It is very easy to use
and offers a perfectly usable experience to access CVP. Despite the name it is issued by the
same people (Kinly) who are behind the HMCTS CVP system. When in use make sure that
your phone / tablet is in a fixed / stable position and in landscape orientation, which should
provide maximum screen fill. Note that if you are using a mobile data connection rather than
wifi CVP call data requirements are said to be c.10MB per minute (HMCTS documents). The
latest HMCTS PEXIP instructions are attached at Annex 1.

17.

Broadband: self-evidently, if you have poor broadband speed you may find it difficult

to participate effectively in a CVP hearing. If you are struggling you may want to get others
sharing your wifi, particularly those streaming video or on video calls to stop whilst you are
dealing with a CVP link. If your home broadband fails, try using your 4G phone as a Wifi
hotspot. If all else fails it is possible to adjust the bandwidth settings on CVP which may
improve the situation, but you will need to leave and re-join the hearing for which if you can
you must first ask the Judge’s permission. Press the red phone button to end the call. This will
return you to the MOJ CVP Access Screen. Click on the blue SETTINGS button. Scroll down
and click on the drop-down box immediately under the Bandwidth heading. Select the next
setting up, reducing the bandwidth down to either Medium or if necessary Low. Scroll down
and press the green OK button. This will return you back to MOJ CVP Access Screen, then
log back into the CVP Hearing using the previous hearing room details - you will need to wait
for the CVP hearing room to be unlocked so that you can be readmitted.

18.

Secondary Monitor: if you are using a laptop or desktop you might find it useful to set

up an external or 2nd monitor. This will enable you to use one screen as your CVP Video
window and your laptop screen for documents / materials for the case.

19.

Headsets: the best sound quality input and output, and privacy can be achieved by using

a headset. If you are using a Bluetooth headset be aware that this introduces another layer of
potential connection problems into your audio connection.

20.

Joining CVP using MS Teams / Skype for Business: technically this is possible, but

we do not recommend it. There would seem to be little point.
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Software: when accessing CVP using a laptop or computer, other than ensuring that

you have Chrome browser installed, you do not need to download any particular software or
even an app - the Kinly CVP system operates through the browser’s own inherent functionality.

2. Prison VMR Connections:
22.

Pre- and Post-court Conferences: please do not be late for the pre-hearing conference

or delay in making contact after the hearing. Otherwise you may lose out on this step
altogether, or alternatively be pushed back significantly in the list. Bear in mind that it is
extremely difficult to “break out” of a CVP Hearing to take instructions, so we would suggest
that you get all your instructions before the hearing day and only use the pre-Court consultation
for last-minute instructions and to remind the Client of Court process. Make sure to establish
with the Client that he is content for the hearing to proceed over CVP, as you / he may be asked
that directly in the hearing. At the conclusion of the Court hearing we recommend, as per
current PVL practice, you state expressly over the CVP hearing link that you would like to
have a post-hearing conference, and have the Prison Officer confirm that this will be done.

23.

Photo ID: you will be asked to produce Photo ID to Prison Officers on all VMR calls.

If you have not done so already, please sign-up for and use your Bar Digital ID Card
(https://www.mybar.org.uk/bar-council/id-card-application.html). Prison Service Guidance
expressly states that approved ID includes Bar Council Professional Access Digital Cards. If
not, use your Photo Driving Licence. In the case of High Security Prisons like Belmarsh you
will be required to email an image of your approved Photo ID to the prison
(videolinkbelmarsh@justice.gov.uk) well in advance of your pre-Court consultation. Do not
omit this step as you may miss out on speaking to your client prior to a CVP hearing.

3. Interpreters / Intermediaries:
24.

For Court: the responsibility for booking Interpreters for a Def for a hearing (and the

immediate pre / post-hearing consultations) rests with the Court. The expectation for a CVP
hearing is that interpreters / intermediaries will also appear via CVP. Once they have made a
booking with Translation services HMCTS are provided with email and phone contact details
for the interpreter / intermediary in question. The Court should email the interpreter /
intermediary details of the CVP room to enable them to link in. They too will need to produce
approved Photo ID, such as a Big Word photo ID card and a Passport or Driving Licence.
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For Prison Conferences: if an interpreter / intermediary is required for a Prison VMR

Consultation, your Solicitors will need to confirm their presence at the time of booking with
the Prison. Your Solicitors will also need to forward the interpreter the email containing the
CVP Room link information - they should delete this immediately after the meeting.

4. CVP Court Hearings:
26.

Sharing Contact Details: for the time being we recommend you continue to add your

contact details (name, CJSM email, mobile number) onto widely-shared comments on DCS.
This will ensure that Advocates can make contact with each other in advance of the hearing.

27.

Pre-hearing Hardware / Connection Check: to make sure that your hardware and

connection are working correctly before you find yourself not functioning in the middle of a
CVP Court hearing, make use of the built-in test CVP test procedure. This facility can be
accessed from the Guest Page (Step 6 above) by clicking on the small Test audio/video settings
button just under the blue Click to Join banner.

28.

Court Etiquette: please access CVP in a quiet location where other people will not be

able to hear or see what is being said on the CVP call. Ensure nobody else is in or enters your
room during the hearing without Court permission. Use a simple plain background. Dress
appropriately. No smoking, eating or drinking. It is probably best to mute your mic whilst you
are not speaking in order to minimise background noise; but do not forget to unmute your mic
when you need to speak, otherwise you will not be heard. Wait until the previous speaker has
finished before you start to speak. When you speak and the audio is picked up by your mic you
should see your video screen promoted to the larger Speaker video window. Don’t forget to
remind your Client about the behaviour to be expected of him / her during the CVP hearing.
Turn your mobile phone to silent.

29.

Host Control of Hearing: the CVP Host (Court Clerk) has various controls at their

disposal during the course of the hearing, such as the following:
(a)

Access: the hose can control access into / out of the room. Once the room is locked you
will be held in a lobby, waiting for the Host to allow entry. The host will see you on
their admin screen, and at the same time a door- knocking sound will be audible within
the CVP Hearing.

(b)

Mute: the Host has the facility to mute any participant or all participants.
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Disconnection: the Host can disconnect a participant who either should not be there at
all, or who behaves inappropriately.

(d)

Layout Format: the Host can control the way in which the various individual video
windows appear on the screen under the supervision of the Judge . Although you don’t
have these controls, you may wish to ask the Judge to adjust the format to suit the
circumstances. The default screen layout will show the Def and the current speaker in
video windows which are the same size. Other participants will be shown along the
bottom of the screen as PIPs (small picture in picture). The host can video layout seen
by the Judge independently of the video layout available to the advocates.

(e)

Spotlight: the Court Clerk has the ability to turn the spotlight on for a particular
participant. This has the effect of “fixing” that person’s video on screen so that their
video image always appears, no matter who else may be speaking.

(f)

Naming: the host has the facility to edit the selected Name / Role information of any
participant. If you make a mistake you can ask for it to be changed.

30.

Instant Messaging: on the bottom left of the CVP screen is an Instant Messaging

facility. With one exception we recommend that you do not use this facility. That exception
is if for whatever reason you lose your audio and/or video feed mid-CVP Court hearing. If the
software is still active you might be able to leave a short message e.g. “Lost AV”. The benefit
(hopefully) is that this should alert the Judge to stop the hearing until you are able to reconnect
correctly. If you do use this facility, bear in mind that what you type can be seen by everyone
who has access to the CVP screen.

31.

Audio Quality: CVP testing has been taking place over several weeks. It has not been

totally free of issues. Audio feedback problems resulting from multiple audio systems in
physical Court rooms may not have been completely resolved. If there are problems be patient,
use common sense, don’t suffer in silence, and keep trying.

32.

Connection Dropout: try and reconnect starting from the Front Page information on

DCS. If that does not work, phone the contact number given on DCS. The Court has your
mobile number on DCS, so hopefully they will call you. Follow the Court Clerk’s advice.

33.

Helpline: there is an HMCTS CVP helpdesk which can be contacted on 0330 808 9405.

HMCTS state this is open Monday to Thursday: 9am to 5pm, and Friday: 9am to 4pm.
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Prohibition on Recording: simple - do not record CVP Court hearings. The Court

will be recording the hearing on DARTS in the usual way.

5. Other People:
35.

Observers: it is possible that in addition to the Judge, Clerk, Def, your opponent that

other people may join in the hearing such as the CPS, Probation, a Press Rep, or some other
Observer. Because the proceedings are open, any person who asks may prima facie be
admitted. The Court may ask that these people are identified. It is possible that they will be
named on screen, but not appear visually. The default position for Press is that they should
mute their mic and turn off their camera. The host can overridden their microphones so that
they cannot take themselves off mute.

36.

Physical Courtroom: the open justice requirements remain in operation. Press and the

public can still physically attend the public gallery in the Courtroom. Attendees will be required
to observe the social distancing rules. In the Courtroom the parties and the Def will be visible
and audible to any such observers. This could mean that a young Def’s parents, guardian and
appropriate adults could attend the courtroom in order to watch the proceedings.
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Annex 1

Cloud Video Platform Joining
Instructions (corrected*)
Smart phone and Tablet Connections
Using the app store for your device, search for the Pexip Infinity
Connect app and install it. The image opposite shows what the
correct app icon looks like.
The app is free of charge to download and use.
Note: Do not download the Pexip Infinity Connect Mobile app which
has an orange icon as this does not work.
While using the app, you may be asked to give it access to the following functions on your device:
• Your camera - This is required, you should allow access.
• Your microphone - This is required, you should allow access.
• Your calendar - This is not required, you can select do not allow if you prefer.
Note: You must ensure your device is in a fixed position to allow for best quality of video and voice.
Joining a hearing

6
1
2

3

4

1. Enter your name.
Note: The app will
remember this, you will
only be asked the first
time you connect. You
can change your name
later by pressing it on
the main screen.
2. Press ‘OK’.

B

C

D

E

8
9
10

5

3. Press the green
camera button to begin
a video call.
4&5. Content share
and audio calls only
(not used for
hearings).
6. Settings menu (see
opposite for
information).

A

7

7. Enter the hearing
room details from the
notice of hearing.
8. Press the green
camera button.

11

9. Ignore the box for
entering a PIN - a
Guest PIN should not
be required.*
10. Press ‘JOIN’
11. if the 3rd option
down is ‘Headset’,
press it and select
speaker if you are not
using a headset.

A. Show/Hide side bar.
B. Turn your camera on and off.
C. Turn your microphone on and off.
D. Disconnect - Only use when
instructed by the judge or panel.
E. Share content such as pictures
and documents.

If you experience issues connecting to the CVP room, please call the HMCTS CVP helpdesk on
0330 808 9405 for assistance or refer to guidance on GOV.uk.

